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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

MDSupplies Announces the Manufacturer-Direct Relationship with Drive Medical,  

A Fast Growing Global Manufacturer of Durable Medical Equipment 

Summary 

Using proprietary DirectConnect technology from MDSupplies, customers can now purchase the 

complete line of Drive Medical durable medical equipment and products and have them shipped directly 

from the manufacturer to their doorstep.   

 

FORT LAUDERDALE, Florida (February 12, 2016) — MDSupplies and Service (MDSupplies), 

which offers medical supplies and medical equipment through an Amazon-type marketplace, has 

established a manufacturer-direct relationship with Drive Medical Design and Manufacturing (Drive 

Medical), one of the fastest growing global manufacturers of durable medical equipment and products in 

the world.   

 

The MDSupplies proprietary DirectConnect system is an online ordering portal serving as a single 

source for buying supplies from multiple manufacturers and vendors, all through a single order.  The 

technology also allows customers and clients to track shipments and analyze historical purchasing data, 

whether at a single site or across hundreds of locations.  Customers looking to purchase the Drive Medical 

line of products through the MDSupplies DirectConnect system have no software to download, no 

account applications to complete, no minimum orders to meet, and no contracts to sign.  They just need to 

visit the MDSupplies website, find the products they are seeking and checkout similar to a traditional 

ecommerce store.   

 

Drive Medical markets and distributes its products to customers located throughout North 

America, Europe, Central America, South America, the Middle East and Asia.  Their mission is to 

manufacture and market world class products which focus on innovation, functionality and value to 

improve the quality of life and to promote independence for the individuals that use their products.  Drive 

Medical manufactures a complete line of durable medical equipment including mobility products, beds, 



bariatric products, wheelchairs, sleep surfaces and pressure prevention products, respiratory equipment, 

self-assist products, power wheelchairs, power scooters, rehabilitation products, pediatric products, 

patient room equipment, personal care products and electrotherapy devices. Customers can now choose 

from around 1000 Drive Medical products in the MDSupplies manufacturer-direct medical supply store. 

 

About MDSupplies and Service 

MDSupplies and Service is a multi-vendor medical supply store specializing in connecting customers 

directly to major manufacturers and vendors for medical supplies and medical equipment.  It is their goal 

to offer the best industry prices possible by eliminating traditional dealer, distributor, and sales people 

expenses.  Clients can purchase from over 30,000 products, 50 different vendors, and 300 brands in one 

single transaction, allowing them maximum flexibility and efficiency.  With a direct affiliation to 

industry-leading companies, MDSupplies brings more than 30 years of combined medical industry 

experience. 

 

About Drive Medical Design and Manufacturing 

Drive Medical Design and Manufacturing is one of the fastest growing global manufacturers of durable 

medical equipment in the world. The Company markets and distributes its products to customers located 

throughout North America, Europe, Central America, South America, the Middle East and Asia.  They 

manufacture a complete line of durable medical equipment including mobility products, beds, bariatric 

products, wheelchairs, pressure prevention products, respiratory equipment, scooters, rehabilitation 

products, patient room equipment, personal care products and much more. 

 

For more information on MDSupplies 

MDSupplies and Service 

800-637-2080 
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